The ARCHITECT and the ROOFING CONSULTANT

We at Construction Consultants, Inc. take pride in being quiet, efficient specialists in built-up roofing technology and field application quality control. We now serve over 100 architects throughout the state, providing them with:

• Counselling on roofing and sheet metal specifications.
• On job technical day-to-day supervision.
• Field testing and laboratory analysis.
• Full written reports and recommendations.

These services are rendered by Construction Consultants, Inc., without cost to the architect, and are your assurance of relief from future roof failure complaints.

Supplementing our advisory services, Construction Consultants, Inc., has developed a Bonded Fund Guarantee assuring financial responsibility. Under this program, a majority of roofing contractors in the Detroit area, to prove their integrity, voluntarily submit all their roof applications to our independent inspection. These contractors place money to support their roof guarantees in a bonded trust fund, administered by Construction Consultants, Inc. In the last two years over 75% of new construction in Detroit has been under this program. For your protection and for greater owner satisfaction, we recommend roofing contractors who provide this Bonded Fund Guarantee.

Please write or call for our 12 page brochure detailing our complete nationwide services. There is no obligation. We believe you will find it rewarding.

Construction Consultants, Inc.
New Center Building • Detroit 2, Michigan • TRinity 4-2770
The Installation of “SNO-MELTER” Heating Cables by Electricians N. Como, H. Lamphier and N. Chisholm will Reduce the Hazard of Wet, Slippery Steps at the Tournier Pedestrian Bridge over the New Southfield Expressway
ARCHITECTURAL CREATIVITY DEMANDS

more distinctive colors

more adaptable sizes

more exclusive textures

AND

BELDEN BRICK

FULFILLS THE DEMAND!

Architectural creativity is most effectively interpreted when distinctive colors, textures and sizes of brick are available. To fulfill the demand of imaginative architects, BELDEN BRICK offers the largest selection of colors, textures and sizes in the industry. Your nearest BELDEN Dealer will gladly provide samples and new full color brochure.
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ROBIN PRODUCTS COMPANY
SOLVES COLD OFFICE PROBLEM WITH
RADIANT HEAT CEILING PANELS

Robin Products Company, of Warren, Michigan, had a heating problem in their new glass-walled engineering room. Employees working near the windows were subjected to constant cold drafts. How to add heat to the trouble area without overheating the rest of the office? They found the simple no-muss, no-fuss answer in radiant electric heat ceiling panels, installed above the windows.

Electric heat makes it easy to add warmth anywhere you want it. Ideal for areas or structures remote or completely separated from a central heating system—along glass window-walls—in hazardous areas—even in open, drafty spaces.

Do you have a comfort heating problem you'd like to solve? Call WO. 2-2100, ext. 2223. Outside the metropolitan Detroit area, call your Edison office.

DEtroIT Edison
From a fountain of concrete shells
...inspiring church design

From the lantern-like tower that floods the main altar with natural light, concrete parabolas spill out in widening rings. The second tier forms a clerestory. In the lower cluster, the arches shelter monastic side altars.

On the interior of this new chapel of the Benedictine Priory, near St. Louis, Missouri, twenty parabolas echo the architectural theme. They rise from the floor to converge at the base of the tower.

Only shell concrete, with its fluid look, could bring such easy grace and modern simplicity to this circular plan which is basically one of the most ancient used for churches.

The best ideas are more exciting in concrete

Architects: Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, St. Louis.
Detroit Chapter elections will be held at the chapter meeting on Wednesday, October 16, at Northwood Inn. Nominations of candidates have been made by the President's and the Board's Committees and are published below in accordance with the Chapter's election procedure.

For President:

Philip J. Meathe, is a partner in the firm of Meathe, Kessler and Associates. B.S. degree from University of Michigan. After graduation in 1948 worked in numerous architectural firms until 1951. Joined Leinweber, Yamazaki and Helinuth in 1951 as job captain, elevated to position of associate member of the firm in charge of production of construction documents. Entered private practice with William Kessler in 1955. Served as chairman of Detroit Chapter Affairs Committee, and a member of the MSA Board of Directors. Currently President, Detroit Chapter.

For Vice-President:


For Secretary:

A. O. Moran, Jr., is assistant to the director of architecture, Giffels & Rosetti, Inc. B.S. degree in architectural engineering from Detroit Institute of Technology. Also attended Miami University. Joined McGrath & Dohmen upon graduation, left five years later to become principal member of the architectural design group at Giffels & Rosetti, Inc. Member, Civic Design Committee, Detroit Chapter. Chairman, MSA 1961 Convention; vice chairman, '60, publicity chairman, '59, Secretary, Detroit Chapter, 1963.

For Treasurer:

William R. Jarratt, is a partner in Pirshcer & Jarratt, Architects. B.S. degree in Architecture from University of Michigan. After graduation in 1950 joined Smith, Hinchman & Grylls, Inc., as job captain, was project director, 1953-5, then joined Yamazaki, Leinweber & Associates as associate architect and project director. From 1957-60 was with Minoru Yamazaki, Associates as project director, treasurer of the firm and member of the board. Member, MAP. Incumbent Treasurer of Chapter.
For Chapter Director:

(one to be elected)

Robert W. Yokum is in private practice. After attending the University of Michigan, he worked in the offices of Leo M. Bauer, Albert Kahn, Frederick D. Madison, Shreve, Walker & Associates, George D. Mason & Company and Giffels & Rossetti. Present firm founded in 1961. Was Chairman of Architectural Exhibits for 1960 MSA Convention, served as Convention Vice-Chairman in 1961 and Chairman in 1962. Member of Detroit Chapter Committee on Relations with the Construction Industry for two years. Member Detroit Presbytery Committee on Urban Work.

For Director, Michigan Society of Architects and Michigan Architectural Foundation:

(two to be elected)


Jay S. Pettiti, Jr., chief draftsman, Albert Kahn Associated Architects and Engineers, Inc.; B.S. degree from University of Michigan. After graduation in 1951 joined an architectural office in Fond du Lac, Wis. The following year he joined the Kahn organization. Made member of the firm and named associate chief draftsman in 1960. Was a member of the Detroit Chapter Affairs Committee, has served on Chapter Committee on Office Practice, currently chairman of Chapter Honor Awards Program. Was in charge of Draftsmen's Competition for the 1958 MSA Convention.

Charles W. Lane, president of Charles W. Lane Associates, Inc. B.S. degree in Architecture from University of Michigan. Before establishing his firm in 1952, served as architectural engineer with U.S. Army Engineers, the Naval Construction Services and as designer and architect with architectural firms. Member, MAP. Founder and first president of the Student AIA Chapter at U-M. Ann Arbor Planning Commission Zoning Ordinance Study Panel, 1961.


NEW classic tapered aluminum post 149-S. Sculptured pattern shown. Available with a plain surface or inlaid natural wood.

Complete catalogue of railings and grilles available upon request.

Permanent display - Architects Building, 101 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
Pontiac Mall Shopping Center
Waterford Township
Pontiac, Michigan

Charles N. Agree, Inc.—Architects
D. J. Zahner & Assoc. Consulting Engineers
Malcolm Moran & Donald Buby—Sculptors
Eichstedt & Grissim Associates—Landscape Architects

In addition to the normal requirements of any major shopping center, two special requirements were dictated by the competitive situation of the neighboring shopping locations. This shopping center, to be successful, had to offer incentive to prospective tenants to lease space in the face of established competition and an outstanding attraction to retail customers to abandon their established shopping habits.

The solution to these requirements was to use two major department stores as the “anchors” without permitting them to completely dominate the Center. The two-story masses of the major buildings are tied into, and balanced by, the aggregate of the remaining stores grouped into a third structure between. The advertising pull and shoppers traffic generated by the major tenants supplements that of the smaller stores, adding to their business volume. It permits smaller tenants to help each other by being in close proximity and convenient rapport, rather than strung out on either side of the major tenants.

In order to unify this arrangement, it was decided to enclose the Mall, add heating and cooling for year-round comfort, and make the entire Shopping Center an integrated arcade. Customers may discard their outer garments at convenient checking locations and shop in complete comfort any day of the year.

The highway elevation of the Mall is the service side of the stores. A service drive is provided, screened from the view of the parking lot and highway with translucent panel screens and attractive planting. Clerestory windows over the interior store fronts provide natural lighting during daylight, and a band of eye-catching light at night. The center Mall Entrance is the dominating feature, designating this the “front door” to the Center.
The interior layout of the Mall was a problem of providing rental frontage of desirable locations without a monotonous "tunnel" aspect as viewed from either end. This was accomplished by varying the width and ceiling heights over the length of the mall, thus providing courts. These permit the use of metal sculpture, fountains, ornamental displays, benches and colorful kiosks without congesting traffic, and also permits special displays.

The mall is lit by ornamental recessed incandescent fixtures, providing a rather low intensity of light, supplementing the clerestory windows facing east. This lighting does not detract from the show window displays nor does it give the impression of industrial efficiency lighting. Special displays, planter boxes and the fountain are spotlighted.

Both heated and cooled air is supplied from all-electric concealed package unit conditioners, spaced along the roof area to the rear of the mall. This avoids complicated ductwork and controls as well as providing concealment for unsightly equipment. A large volume of exhaust is provided to keep the mall in vacuum and the air fresh and comfortable. The air supply is supplemented by the overflow from the open store fronts, rather than forcing stagnant mall air into the stores to be recirculated through the tenants' systems.

With crowds of people in a confined space, enclosed with plate glass store fronts and hard floors, acoustical treatment had to be considered. The ceiling of the mall is the underside of the textured acoustical boards forming the roof deck with matching textured board in a tee-grid suspension system over the Court areas.

Over one hundred and twenty separate pieces of sculpture were designed and fabricated by the sculptors working in close collaboration with the architects and clients.

The view of the Mall from Telegraph Road is across a green carpet of lawn to the parking lot. The expanse of the parking lot is relieved by islands of earth in which are planted low shrubs, evergreens and flowering trees. These plants are either below or above eye level, so that pedestrians will not be ambushed and injured by cars. The buildings are furnished with taller trees, for which generous planting pockets have been provided.
Pontiac Medical Building
Pontiac, Michigan

Jack S. Friedman and Associates—Architects

Pontiac Medical Building is the largest privately owned multi-storied building to be erected in Pontiac in many years.

Built for a group of local physicians who felt a need for having their offices close to the hospital they serve, it provides offices for 36 doctors and dentists and a pharmacy. Ample parking facilities have been provided on the site opposite Pontiac General Hospital.

The building's exterior of stone chip panels alternating with vertical glass areas overhang a brick base. Offices occupy the perimeter with stairwells and corridors and utilities in a center core. Heating and air-conditioning are placed in a penthouse.

Source of heating and cooling is a heat pump, the first of its size in Michigan. All suites have separate temperature controls.
QUALITY APPROVED

For installation in:

Pontiac Northern High School
and
1st Federal Savings & Loan, Oakland
Lake Orion, Michigan

RUSSELL HARDWARE COMPANY
1036 North Hunter Blvd.
Birmingham, Michigan
JOrdan 4-6723  Mldwest 4-0100

Distributor of Quality Hardware for over 44 years

WALTER L. COUSE & CO.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS - INDUSTRIAL - COMMERCIAL
PUBLIC BUILDINGS

SKILL INTEGRITY RESPONSIBILITY

BUILDERS OF THE
J. L. HUDSON CO. BLDG.
and
STORES and SHOPS
PONTIAC MALL SHOPPING CENTER

12740 LYNDON AVENUE
DETROIT 27, MICHIGAN

CALL SPITZLEY FIRST!

for
Plumbing, Heating,
Industrial Piping,
Power Piping,
Ventilating, and
Air Conditioning

INDUSTRIAL AND
COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS
INSTALLED—REPAIRED
REMODELED

SPITZLEY CORPORATION

1200 W. Fort St., Detroit 26, Mich.  •  Wodward 1-0840
2217 W. St. Joseph St., Lansing 4, Mich.  •  Vanhoo 7-5981

PLUMBING  •  HEATING  •  INDUSTRIAL PIPING  •  PIPE FABRICATING  •  VENTILATING  •  AIR CONDITIONING
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"Hurry, John...call! A house like that will be snapped up!

Mmmmm, I can't wait to see it. It sounds elegant. A big living room with a fireplace! Two baths! And all those gas appliances... the built-in range and oven. An incinerator, too. And we've always wanted a gas water heater and furnace. Well, aren't you ever going to call, John?"

Economy, speed, cleanliness—these are what make buyers dial your number when you offer them homes with modern Gas appliances.

BE MODERN... FOR LESS... WITH GAS

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED GAS COMPANY
Security, permanence, and dignity are qualities which are clearly appropriate to the highly specialized purpose and social setting of a bank building. In this design concept, the public banking area is expressed as the most important space through the central position and dominating form. The highly articulated roof structure, prestressed concrete tee shapes on pre-cast concrete posts and beams, lend strength and dignity to the building. The apparent solidity of the stone columns which surround the central space gives a feeling of security and permanence to the total design. Transparent enclosure between each of the primary elements preserves the inherent spatial continuity thereby unifying structure and site.

Incorporating the best facilities required for a suburban branch bank, two drive-up windows are provided with a drive servicing the windows which will accommodate a line of 15 cars without encroaching on street traffic or access to the parking area.

Included within the stone and glass walls are the public banking area, eight tellers cages, manager’s area accessible to the public with provisions for three officers and conference space, safe deposit and cash vault, record storage and facilities available to the staff only.

The cooling tower for the air conditioning system is discreetly concealed at ground level in a masonry enclosure, leaving the roof a clean, sweeping, horizontal plane.

September, 1963
Primary objective in the design of this facility was to provide the management and engineering staff with needed additional space in as pleasant and efficient surroundings as possible. Because of its location adjacent to a primary interstate highway, a suitable architectural expression was necessary to present a favorable public image of the facility consistent with the quality of the product.

The surrounding area possesses enough of the typical mid-Michigan flatland characteristics—broad sky (capable of sudden and dramatic change in often unpredictable weather), distant fields under cultivation and groupings of trees—to be a worthwhile vista to exploit. Further visual interest is provided by the nearby airport and expressway. Although not elysian, this environment provides interesting and relaxing vistas.

The desire for openings and exploitation of the view, gave rise to the problem of sun and glare control and air conditioning. Extended overhangs for sun control were discarded because of limiting the view of the sky—particularly during the summer months when the formation of cumulus clouds and squalls are prevalent.

From the standpoint of economy and relationship to the existing building, brick spandrel walls and continuous sash seemed the most straightforward solution. Sunshades were hung on this elementary structure to provide not only visual interest and sun control but a means of window-washing and building maintenance as well. Horizontal surface of the sunshade is a standard aluminum grating resting on steel outlookers. Vertical surface consists of grey heat absorbent annealed glass in aluminum frames through which a view of the sky and clouds is possible. Opaque black glass serves as a screen for the air conditioning equipment on the roof. The depth and reflective quality of the sunshades and penthouse screen provide a high degree of interest to an otherwise simple, basic architectural concept.

Except in the Lobby, Meeting Room and Plant Manager’s Office, office walls are metal and glass movable partitions to provide for the maximum degree of flexibility; general lighting and air-conditioning are also designed with maximum flexibility in mind.
Former State Supreme Court Justice John Volker (Robert Travers, author of “Anatomy of a Murder”), Hugh Downs of NBC’s “Today” show, Marshall M. Fredericks, sculptor, Gerome Kamrowski, painter, and Alden B. Dow, FAIA, during the taping of a discussion for the popular morning TV program.

Conference Chairman Bob and Marilyn Hammerschmidt, Ruth and Vice-Chairman Stuc Nurmi.

Roger Allen takes advantage of rights and privileges granted to all banquet toastmasters who write daily columns in the Grand Rapids Press.

Bronze tablet commemorating the restoration of Biddle House, erected during Mid-Summer Conference. Tablet was the gift of Bob Raisch, president of Supersine Co.

“HEARD AT MACKINAC”

Pat Fontaine and W. Stewart Woodfill during the taping of an interview for “Today”.

PF: I wonder, Mr. Woodfill—what do you see as the future of Grand Hotel?

WSW: All economists agree that the one segment of the American economy that will have the most explosive growth is recreation and travel. That’s on the plus side. I think the operators of this type of resort hotel must realize, however, that we are in the jet age and that we are competing with resorts all over the world. In my view, only the unique hotels and unique resorts will live in the future. I am confident that Mackinac and Grand Hotel are sufficiently unique to do that.

PF: Mr. Woodfill, in conclusion, I would like to quote from a letter we received from you sometime before coming to Mackinac. “I will not be here fifty years from now, but Grand Hotel will be—and it will be better than ever”.

Hugh Downs and Alden B. Dow, FAIA, on the “Today” show.

HD: Mr. Dow, would you give us a comment on how your living in the midwest has influenced your architectural theories?

ABD: Well—the seasons—with a severe winter and a beautiful spring, hot summer with lots of rain and a good, colorful fall have had a great deal to do with my work.

HD: If you were living someplace where the weather was pretty much the same year round, you would not design the same kind of things?

ABD: That is right. I think because of this, we are probably more conscious of planting—of foliage—than parts of the country which have less severe seasons.

HD: You consider the landscape an integral part of the surroundings and environment?

ABD: I think this is absolutely necessary. A building without planting is not a building. It is not related to its site.

William J. Johnson, landscape architect:

We have often worked with architects in various stages of project development and have shared the frustrations of working out a design context with the community or the institution. The result has invariably been the establishment of arbitrary assumptions leading to contrived concepts of site and functional arrangement. We have thus experienced an inherent lack of conviction falling short of that sharp, high level of performance so important to quality projects.

It is ironic that this great lack of physical design context for our communities and institutions continues to occur in spite of the tremendous activities in the planning pro-
Chuck MacMahon (with cigar) acknowledges receipt of the Portland Cement Association's "Architect of the Year" award. His "Arkie" (new name this year) is seen in front of the podium.

Marshall Fredericks discusses his Crucifix at Indian River with Hugh Downs, Kamrowski and Dow wait their turns on camera.

Fessions. All of our city planning, urban design, site planning, etc., etc., has been of relatively little direct value to the myriad of building projects today. Most cities have a plan. Most institutions today have a plan. But so often the plan is one of two types. Either it is too broad to have physical design meaning to an architect on a single project, or, on the other end of the scale, it is too precise to withstand the changing situation since last month or last week or last year. Such plans have so often become the victims of whims, fancy and irrelevant pressures of the moment.

There is a good reason today to question whether or not long range physical plans can be effectively adopted by communities and institutions because there is a basic paradox involved. We are faced with a future of ever-changing dynamic unknowns, yet there is a moment-by-moment commitment to establish precise and permanent physical accommodations.

Environmental designers must become more adept at determining and focusing upon the design planning principles which, if heeded, will assure design concepts to not only be sustained, but, in fact, to inspire a continuing feed-back of knowledge by subsequent project designers.

Glen Michaels, architectural sculptor and muralist:

It is an ideal situation when the architectural sculptor may start working on his concept with the architect from the blueprints rather than being asked to fill a blank wall with a mural or place a sculpture to fill some void on the site, after the building is finished.

Perhaps it is to be hoped that more architects would realize that their obligation to the client does not end with the completion of the building. Most clients would welcome guidance from the architect as to the kind of sculpture or mural which would be in closest harmony with the building.

Montgomery Ferar, AIA, industrial designer:

Architecture and industrial design are interrelated disciplines. We are both concerned with giving form, function and aesthetic expression to man's wants. You architects do it by creating an all-encompassing environment. We designers do it by designing the objects which will be used within that environment. The environment which you design limits the form, size and function of the products which we design. In turn, you must plan your structures to accommodate the artifacts which we help to develop and our work also helps determine the selection of building components which are available to you. Design concepts that arise in architecture may pass into industrial design or vice versa.

But frankly, it isn't the likenesses that make our two professions interesting to one another. It's the differences. . . . You architects design . . . structures fixed in one location, built one at a time, to last indefinitely. . . . We design objects that can be held in the hand or at least be manipulated or moved about. Our designs are drawn to be multiplied by mass production; some of our products have runs in the millions.

Compared with architecture, our designs are ephemeral . . . most of the products designed this year will be made obsolete within a very few years. . . . When a building becomes obsolete or out-of-fashion, it is remodelled. When a product becomes obsolete it is discarded.
GYPSUM ERECTORS
INCORPORATED

Gypsum Roof Deck Contractors for
PONTIAC MALL SHOPPING CENTER
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
DELTA COLLEGE, Bay City and Midland
and other schools
and commercial buildings

5911 Middlebelt Road
GARDEN CITY, MICHIGAN
425-2550 or KE 8-0480

For Distinctive Flooring . . .
MANKATO STONE

As used in the
ENTRANCE PLATFORM
and
 LOBBY
CHEVROLET OFFICE BLDG.
Flint, Michigan

Architects
Albert Kahn, Inc.

Gen'l Contrs.
J. A. Utley, Co.

MANKATO STONE CO.
Ray T. Lyons Co. — Agents
15115 Charlevoix Avenue
Grosse Pointe, Michigan

DeMare Bros.
Construction Co., Inc.

General Builders
for the
DETROIT BANK & TRUST CO.
(UTICA BRANCH)

6345 Lyndon Avenue
Detroit 38, Michigan
UNiversity 3-3254
At $26 a gallon*, you should expect General Electric's new Silicone Construction Sealant to be something unusual.

It is.

Every test indicates it will probably last as long as the building itself.

*Bulk price, 100 gallon quantities
Early samples of General Electric silicone rubber show no sign of aging in 15 years. Only a 30 year test could prove more.

The regular replacement of caulking materials was once considered routine maintenance. The newer elastomeric materials offer a partial solution to the problem of frequent sealant replacement. But since they’re based on organic rubbers, even they can’t last indefinitely. Ozone, ultra-violet light, temperature changes and oxidation must eventually degrade them.

Not so with silicone rubber. General Electric Silicone Construction Sealant, an improved silicone rubber with adhesive powers, has been field tested for three years and shows no loss in properties. Accelerated comparison tests indicate that the sealant will outlast the organic rubber sealants by as much as two to one.

Furthermore, early samples of silicone rubber (from which the new sealant is derived) have already lasted 15 years without significant change and have an estimated life of 30 years or more.

PERMANENTLY FLEXIBLE

G-E Silicone Construction Sealant is a synthetic rubber that cures in the presence of humidity in the air. It is based on the same technology as the silicone sealants widely used in missiles, satellites and jet aircraft.

It will remain permanently elastic and will bond securely to porous and non-porous materials. It will expand or compress easily, without losing its bond. Furthermore, it will “come back” after compression. This is important, for other elastomeric caulks will not do this satisfactorily, increasing the chances of bond failure.

EASY TO APPLY

One-package G-E Silicone Construction Sealant is ready-to-use. There is no mixing with catalysts or accelerators. It flows just as easily at sub zero as it does at 120°F.

DECORATIVE FOR LIFE

G-E Silicone Construction Sealant comes in a choice of five non-fading standard colors to match any building decor. White, black, translucent (so the seal is practically invisible) aluminum and neutral (to match mortar or concrete). Special colors can be provided to order. Furthermore, it will never run and stain light colored masonry, marble, limestone or other building materials.

EXHAUSTIVELY PROVED AND TESTED

For three years, General Electric Silicone Construction Sealant has undergone an exhaustive program of laboratory testing plus field evaluations in extreme climates and industrial environments in various parts of the country. It has been tested in many types of complex construction, particularly where leakage had existed. It works. It’s ready. It’s warranted. Only a thirty year test could prove more.

The G-E Distributor listed below will be pleased to provide you with further information and a free sample of Silicone Construction Sealant.

Or write Section AR 991, Silicone Products Department, General Electric Company, Waterford, New York.

available from:

Holmes Associates
1221 East Nine Mile Road
Ferndale 20, Michigan
MacMahon Named to State Board

Charles H. MacMahon, Jr., AIA, has been appointed by Governor George Romney to the State Board of Registration for Architects, Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors. Now serving his second term as MSA President, MacMahon will fill the vacancy on the Board which has existed since the death of Talmage C. Hughes last January.

MacMahon, a member of the Detroit Chapter, A.I.A., will join Robert B. Frantz, FAIA, Saginaw Valley Chapter, and Thomas J. Sedgwick, AIA, Flint Area Chapter, as the architect members of the seven man Registration Board.

Refresher Courses for Architects, Engineers

Refresher courses for Architects and Engineers in Training will be given by The Engineering Society of Detroit during the fall term of 1963. Sponsored by the Affiliate Council of ESD, the courses are open to members of ESD and its 50 Affiliated Societies. The courses are designed to reinforce and refresh previous backgrounds of those Architects and Engineers in Training who are preparing to write the State Registration exams.

Offered for Engineers in Training, a course covering Part I, Fundamentals for Engineers, will start September 14 and continue with two-hour sessions on 14 successive Saturdays. Tuition is $27.50.

Four sessions of four hours each will be devoted to Part IV, Structural Design, for Architects in Training and will start October 26. Tuition for this course is $20.00. A late registration fee of $5.00 will be added after the first session of either course.

Associate members of the Detroit Chapter, A.I.A., are eligible to enroll. Applications may be secured from The Engineering Society of Detroit, 100 Farnsworth, Detroit 2, phone: Temple 2-5400.

VanderLaan Hospitalized

As the result of an attack which occurred during the Mid-Summer Conference, Peter VanderLaan is confined to the Little Traverse Hospital in Petoskey, Michigan. Any communications from his many friends throughout the state may be addressed to him there.

U of D Names University Architect

Theodore E. Kurz of 1542 Southfield Road, Birmingham, has been named University architect by the University of Detroit. A 1958 graduate of the University of Illinois, Kurz received his Master's degree of Architecture there in 1956.

Mr. Kurz will be responsible for development of the campus master plan, will conduct necessary space surveys and maintain data on present buildings as well as utilities and other services. In new campus construction, Kurz will maintain liaison with architectural firms in relation to contracts, preliminary and working drawings, and construction bids and awards. He will also provide the needed sketches for minor campus construction and alterations.

Mr. Kurz' position as University architect is not to be confused with that of the chairman of the department of architecture or with architectural firms doing work on the campus.

Swanson Associates Reorganizes Firm

Swanson Associates, Inc., Architects and Engineers, Bloomfield Hills, has announced the first reorganization of the firm since its founding in 1947.

J. Robert F. Swanson, AIA, who has served as President since he started the firm, has been elected Chairman of the Board. He has been succeeded as President by Robert S. Swanson, AIA, Chief Designer. Elected to the Board were Robert S. Swanson, Floyd H. Heineman, Jack K. Monteith, AIA, Mrs. Pipsan S. Swanson, AID, John K. Grylls, PE and John Palmis, PE.

Monteith was named Vice President & Secretary, Grylls became Vice President & Treasurer. Heineman was appointed Business Administrator. Richard E. Brown, PE, Chief Mechanical Engineer, was made an associate of the firm.

School Fallout Shelter Winners

A local team headed by Frank A. Dyszewski, of Warren, Michigan, was awarded the third prize for Region 4 in the recent National School Fallout Shelter Design Competition. Other members of the team were R. J. Tobin, AIA, Detroit Chapter member; J. J. Nagy, Jr., AIA, recently transferred to the Mid-Michigan Chapter; M. Balderi; J. Benez, and C. F. Fleckenstein.

Serving as Chairman of the Jury for the competition was Linn Smith, FAIA, of Birmingham.

Robbins’ Uniform Resiliency Keeps Players at Their Best


Uniform resiliency is all-important in gymnasium floors because it inspires fast, “bouncy” action and cuts wear on leg muscles. This important feature is a built-in quality of every Ironbound floor, assured by the way Ironbound flooring is laid — over mastic and cork — and interlocked with sawtooth steel splines.

Write or call today for full detailed information on specifications and cost estimates.

BAUER-FOSTER Floors, Inc. 10401 Lyndon Avenue, Detroit 38, Michigan Phone: 933-3623
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Sizing no longer costs you extra money! • Specify Accuratile. You will get sized Grade SS (Super Select) tile, for the price of unsized Grade S. • Accuratile rekindles the pride of the craftsman in his work. He doesn't have to "fudge" the joints to compensate for wide dimensional differences. He creates walls with neater, straighter, beautifully slender lines of mortar. • Here's more of what makes Accuratile the finest ceramic glazed structural tile you can buy today, at any price: • CHOICE OF 18 CONTEMPORARY TONES FOR UNLIMITED AESTHETIC EFFECTS • DELIVERED IN PROTECTIVE UNITIZED PACKAGES AT NO EXTRA COST • MADE BY NEW, AUTOMATED METHODS WITH MACHINE-MEASURED QUALITY CONTROLS.

RAISE YOUR STANDARDS, BUT NOT YOUR COSTS. SEND TODAY FOR THE FREE ACCURATILE BROCHURE.

ARKETEX CERAMIC CORPORATION
BRAZIL, INDIANA

The progressive name in structural ceramics

Distributed by:
Lincoln Brick Co.,
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Frederick B. Stevens Division of the Udylite Corporation
Detroit, Michigan

The application of Zonolite concrete roof decks is as specified, exactly

We certify it
Architects and contractors often don't get what they specify and pay for these days. Upon completion of a certified Zonolite Vermiculite Concrete Roof Deck (and after testing), you are given this certificate which attests that the Zonolite concrete was prepared and applied in accordance with the specifications of the Vermiculite Institute. For complete information, write:

ZONOLITE
ZONOLITE COMPANY 135 S. LA SALLE STREET CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS

SUPERIOR MARBLE SERVICE

... Obtain the world's finest domestic and imported marble and granite, including MARKWA® thin marble tile — plus detailed information and expert technical assistance by contacting —

THE DETROIT MARBLE CO.
Representative of the Vermont Marble Company, Proctor, Vermont, world's leading producer and fabricator of foreign and domestic marbles. 14255 Schaefer Rd., Detroit 27 Phone: 273-7008
The program for this school was developed over a period of years by a special citizens-teachers committee with special emphasis placed on manual training because of the city of Pontiac's importance as an industrial center.

The problem was to design a large high school to ultimately house 1,600 students with provisions for an easy expansion from an initial capacity of 1,000 students, on a rolling site of 140 acres already containing a junior high school.

In order to facilitate additions and achieve an informal and human scale of the buildings, the school plant was broken up into four major groupings each one of which was also broken up into smaller units.

Academic area: Each unit contains one department, the library being the center unit. Extensive use of enclosed and semi-enclosed exterior courts provides a variety of spaces for visual relief.

Athletic area: Oriented toward the playfields and away from the quiet areas, it contains a large double gymnasium, swimming pool, handball courts and other auxiliary facilities. Great care was used in separating the student traffic from the spectators. Taking advantage of an existing valley, the spectators' entrance from the parking area was placed at an upper level with access to all bleachers from above, while the players' locker area is located on the lower floor with direct-level access to gymnasium and pool.

Auditorium-cafeteria-music area: Located in such a way that it can be used independently during the evening, it contains a 1,000 seat auditorium, music-teaching facilities, speech and radio training area and a cafeteria. A program requirement determined the location of the auditorium, for use jointly by senior and junior high school students.

Allied arts area: Contains shops, art and homemaking areas; the shops—to be used extensively for evening courses—are located to operate independently.
First Federal Savings & Loan Association of Oakland
Lake Orion, Michigan

Harry M. Denyes, Jr. Associates—Architects

Designed not only to house normal banking activities but to provide facilities for community functions, the Lake Orion branch of First Federal Savings and Loan Association, Oakland, is one of the first new commercial structures to be built for many years in this rural–resort community.

The second floor is devoted almost exclusively to a meeting room with kitchen, checking and rest rooms which have been in constant use by civic groups and others since the completion of the building.

After permission to build this branch was received, a time limit of six months was set to complete the design and construction. Started in September, 1962 it was completed and occupied by March, 1963. The period of winter construction influenced the choice of structural steel frame, fireproofed with pre-cast concrete. Glazed brick cavity walls enclose the second floor space.

Fully air-conditioned, the building has concrete floors with terrazzo or vinyl asbestos tile, plaster on block or steel stud partitions and a preformed plank roof deck.
Fallout Shelter Courses Available

The Office of Civil Defense has announced a Fall Semester Fallout Shelter Analysis Course for Architects, Engineers and Students to be given in Detroit starting September 19 and running through January 16, 1964. Three-hour sessions will be held each Thursday except November 28 and January 26 at the Detroit Office of Civil Defense, 900 Merrill Plaisance, Palmer Park. There are no tuition fees and textbooks will be furnished at no charge.

For those unable to attend the Semester sessions, a Home Study Course is being made available by the University of Wisconsin. A fee of $25.00 covers registration, postage and course materials. Applicants may apply to the Department of Defense, Office of Civil Defense, Region 4, Battle Creek, Michigan.

Field Superintendent—Architectural & mechanical; 20 years experience; has handled projects to $13,000,000. Available immediately. Don Albright, 4510 Ogema, Flint, CE 8-9523.

Detroit to Hear

Kidder Smith

G. E. Kidder Smith, FAIA, will speak before the Detroit Chapter at a dinner meeting on Tuesday, September 17th at the Engineering Society of Detroit. The subject of his talk will be “Photography for the Architect” and will be illustrated with a series of slides from the pyramids to the present.

Kidder Smith, who was awarded the AIA Gold Medal for Architectural Photography at the 1963 Convention in Miami, graduated from Princeton in 1935 and received his M.F.A. there in 1938. In addition to teaching at M.I.T. and Yale, he has lectured at schools of architecture and museums throughout the United States and much of Europe.

His writings, which cover the contemporary architecture of twenty-three countries, include “Italy Builds” (1955) and “Sweden Builds” (1957). He is now preparing a comprehensive book to be called “The New Churches of Europe.” He has been the recipient of numerous fellowships and grants, of which the Arnold W. Brunner Scholarship from the New York Chapter, AIA, made possible “The New Architecture of Europe.”

Kidder Smith will speak to the students of the Department of Architecture at Ann Arbor on a different subject, the day after his Detroit appearance.

Architects Invited to Hear of HOPE in Peru

Washtenaw Medical Society has invited architects and their wives to hear Dr. James A. Taren, Assoc. Prof. of Neurosurgery, speak on his experiences on the U. S. Hospital Ship HOPE in Peru in Ann Arbor on September 10. Dinner reservations may be made by contacting Mrs. Flora Mayer at 706 West Huron Street, Ann Arbor; phone NOrmandy 8-6241.

Aluminum Super-Grit, Safe-Groove Treads

Modern architectural design safety treads in a large variety of widths and nosing types. Abrasive grit ribs assure positive anti-slip protection. Aluminum base provides long life service under all traffic conditions.

Abrasive Cast Thresholds

Offering a large variety in standard or special patterns to provide complete flexibility and meet all requirements for door openings. Available in ferrogrit, alumogrit, bronzogrit or nicklogrit.

Abrasive Cast Safety Treads

Metal castings in iron, aluminum or bronze with aluminum oxide imbedded grains are made to order to meet all architectural specifications. Wide range of uses include stair nosings, steps, floor plates, expansion joint covers, etc.

STOCK TREADS, 3" and 4" widths—lengths from 2' 0" to 5' 6".

Wire and phone orders filled immediately.
New Professional Practice Handbook

Originated as a revision to the familiar A. I. A. "Handbook of Architectural Practice," the new "Architect's Handbook of Professional Practice" presents a completely new Text and its Appendix in a new format and indexing system. All material is punched and bound in a vinyl covered, three-ring binder.

Twenty Chapters, each a circular of information on a particular subject of interest, are printed as individual, saddle stitched brochures. The Appendix includes more than thirty official A.I.A. documents. The format enables the reader to add his own supplemental material and allows for flexibility in use and revision.

Copies may be ordered from the Monthly Bulletin Office. Price: $15 per copy; $12 to A.I.A. Corporate Members and Chapter Associates; $10 to students. Publication date—September, 1963.

Building Trades
Torch Drive

Plans for the building trades of Metropolitan Detroit to hold a six-week Torch Drive campaign beginning September 1st, were announced by John W. Armstrong, president of Darin & Armstrong, Inc., and chairman of the Torch Drive Building Trades Group, at three meetings held the week of August 12th. Representatives of construction companies and their union employees who attended learned that the trades will seek $500,000 from the 30,000 people employed in the building field.

Robert T. Hastings, F.AIA, president of Smith, Hitchman and Grylls, Inc. and the Torch Drive's Division II chairman for the Building Trades Group, presided at the first of the meetings. Similar meetings of Building Trades groups were headed by Robert Johnson, vice president of A. J. Etkin Construction Company, and Benjamin C. Maibach, Jr., president of Barton-Malow, and Company.

Armstrong, who has headed the Torch Drive among the building trades for the past 14 years, said the Detroit plan of canvassing the construction industry during peak production periods, because of its success, has been used by many other communities having united fund drives.

The building trades quota will be added to the collections made during the community-wide drive, which will be held October 15 through November 7. This year's goal, which will provide operating funds for 195 health and community services, is $19,750,000.
Announce Name for Medical Arts Center

Professional Plaza has been selected as the name for the $25-million medical office building complex in the Detroit Medical Center. Owners-developers M. E. Arden and H. F. Campbell announced the new name and uncovered an architectural rendering at the site of the plaza where workmen were demolishing the last vestiges of the old Gotham Hotel.

The Plaza, which will cover some 15 acres in the 236-acre medical center, will be comprised of a number of high-rise office towers for physicians, surgeons and dentists; shops, stores and convenience establishments; and parking garages and decks for public and private use.

In the Detroit Medical Center—one of the largest projects of its type in the country—four major hospitals (Harper, Grace, Women's and Children's) as well as the Rehabilitation Institute and the Wayne State University College of Medicine will serve as the core for a large complex of facilities for medical care, teaching and research in what was once a blighted area of the city.

We have many illustrated brochures demonstrating interesting applications of the products we distribute which you may wish to add to your reference file. They include authentic colonial woodwork, interior doors of all types, decorator Marlite and Masonite paneling and Anderson windows.

K & R will work directly with you in providing all the information you require for writing specifications on products they distribute.

Bring your clients to our showroom at any time to see our display of Anderson windows and inspect them for construction and operation.
MSA Names Woodfill Honorary Member

W. Stewart Woodfill was presented a Certificate of Honorary Membership in the Michigan Society of Architects at its 20th annual Mid-Summer Conference Banquet, Saturday, August 3rd. In presenting the award, MSA President Charles H. MacMahon, Jr. labeled Mr. Woodfill, Chairman of the Board of Grand Hotel "Michigan's most renowned Inn Keeper and for twenty years—friend and host supreme to Michigan architects".

Noting other talents of Mr. Woodfill, MacMahon stated "he is an amateur astronomer, a student of Mackinac history, a master of the dictionary and an architect at heart."

As he handed Mr. Woodfill the framed Certificate, Pres. MacMahon noted that Mr. Woodfill was being made an Honorary Member for "his deep appreciation of, and interest in, the architectural profession; his contributions to the environment of this beautiful island (Mackinac); his leadership and guidance of the restorations of the forts on the Island and at Mackinaw City; his sponsorship and support of the construction of the Mackinac Bridge, his devoted chairmanship of the Mackinac Island State Park Commission and his new status as a star of NBC’s "Today" TV show".

By-Laws Revisions Approved for MSA

The proposed revisions to the MSA By-Laws as published in the July Monthly Bulletin were approved by the membership at the Mid-Summer Conference Business meeting, August 2nd.

Other highlights of the meeting were a report by Robert F. Hastings on work on a new Registration Act, a presentation by Bruce H. Smith of proposed revisions to the Recommended Schedule of Minimum Fees, a review of Institute activities by Director Adrian N. Langius and a report by Executive Director J. B. Hughes on the operation of his office and the Bulletin.

Detroit Chapter Allied Arts Festival

The Allied Arts Committee will conduct an Arts Festival on Saturday, November 16th, 1963 as the Detroit Chapter's November meeting. The purpose of the Festival is to promote the integration of the Arts into buildings by bringing together architects, artists, and craftsmen.

The program will include a reception at the Artists Market at 3:00 P.M. and a visit to Hanamura's Art Gallery where a special exhibit featuring commissions of Art in Architecture will take place. A tour of the Michigan Consolidated Gas Company Building at 5:00 P.M. will be followed by cocktails and dinner on the fourteenth floor. Siyyl Maholy-Nagy will be the guest speaker.

A.I.A. Major Medical Insurance Program

Information on the American Institute of Architects' Major Medical Insurance Program can be obtained locally from J. Ted Eschels, C.L.U., 13151 Fenkell, Detroit 27; phone: BRANDway 2-0200. Available to the Corporate Members, Associates and Stall Members of A.I.A. members, this program is designed to help pay big bills, to provide adequate coverage at reasonable rates and to provide comprehensive Medical Services protection. It does not supplant other hospitalization plans but covers expenses over and above those paid by such agencies as Blue Cross-Blue Shield.

Interested parties may not only obtain detailed information but may enroll in the program by contacting the local representative.

Wanted: Firm names (new) change of address, and/or firm names etc. for alphabetical roster to be published October 1963. Call 965-4100 at once.

MICHIGAN DRILLING CO.

for
• Complete Laboratory Testing
• Diamond Core Drilling
• Soil Test Borings For Foundation and Other Structures

14555 Wyoming Ave. Detroit 38, Michigan
WEBster 3-8717

Colasanti Cement Floor, Inc.

Concrete Contractor

for
SAVON FOOD STORE
PONTIAC MALL SHOPPING CENTER

28721 Utica Road Roseville, Mich.
PR 6-3441
NATIONAL SIGN AWARD WINNER
1962 National Award Winning Illuminated Sign
Pontiac Mall Shopping Center

MANUFACTURED BY
General Electric Sign Co.

Designers, Manufacturers, Erectors of the newest material and methods in sign advertising displays—nation-wide.
We continue to invite Architects and Designers to discuss sign requirements with us... no obligation, of course.

3939 Grand River Avenue, Detroit, Michigan Telephone: 831-2020

TRANSIT-MIXED CONCRETE

AUTO-CLAVE CURED BLOCK FACE BRICK
Complete Line of Building Supplies

BOICE
BUILDERS’ SUPPLY
MANUFACTURERS OF BRICK-BLOCK-CONCRETE
545 Telegraph Road Pontiac 19, Michigan Telephone Federal 5-8185

ARMSTRONG
FIREGUARD CEILINGS
Installed in the
J. L. HUDSON’S BUDGET STORE PONTIAC MALL
by CEILING SYSTEMS CONTRACTOR

R. E.
LEGGETTE COMPANY
9335 St. Stephens
DEARBORN, MICHIGAN LUzon 4-2000

JOHN H. FREEMAN COMPANY

specification assistance

✓ Distributors
✓ Builders’ Hardware
✓ Contractors’ Supplies

3627 CASS at BRAINARD DETROIT 1, MICHIGAN TEMPLE 1-6760

ROOFING AND SHEET METAL WORK INDUSTRIAL AND RESIDENTIAL NEW ROOFS— ASPHALT SHINGLES COMPLETE ROOFING AND SHEET METAL REPAIRS.

85 YEARS Continuous Service
On Top Since ’79

CANDLER ROOFING COMPANY, INC.
551 E. VERNOR HWY. • DETROIT
D. W. CANDLER •
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DETROIT.
INC
(DIVISION OF PIONEER
FIREPROOF DOOR COMPANY)
Manufacturers of
HOLLOW METAL DOORS
AND FRAMES
for
CHEVROLET OFFICE
BUILDING
★
PONTIAC NORTHERN
HIGH SCHOOL
★
PONTIAC MEDICAL
OFFICE BUILDING
2728 JOHN DALY RD.
CR 8-5200 INKSTER, MICH

M. Den Braven
Our 50th Anniversary

SHEET METAL
VENTILATING
AIR CONDITIONING

9080 Alpine Avenue
Detroit 4, Michigan
WE 3-7494-5-6

Tarapata-MacMahon
In New Quarters

Tarapata-MacMahon Associates, Inc. have moved into their own building at 1191 West Square Lake Road, Bloomfield Hills. Partners Peter Tarapata, AIA, Charles McMahon, Jr., AIA, William J. Hayes, PE, Mark T. Jarosewicz, AIA and Maurice B. Allen, Jr., AIA, have announced the move to accommodate their expanded staff and to provide for future growth.

In announcing the move, the partners paid tribute to their staff which now numbers more than 40, of which 18 are registered as architects or engineers. Department heads are William J. Adams—architectural production; Stanley Beebe—construction supervision; William Harju—mechanical engineering; Samuel V. Tavernt—structural and civil engineering, and Samuel M. Deyo—specifications.

During the past year, construction contracts awarded by the firm have averaged more than one million dollars a month.

McClurg Associates
Changes Name

R. H. McClurg Associates, Inc. has announced a change in the firm name to McClurg, McClurg, Paxton & Mkle, Inc., Consulting Engineers & Land Surveyors, and the opening of a second office at 1208 Salzburg Street, Bay City, under the supervision of F. M. McMillan, PE. Detroit office of the organization remains at 12740 Fenkell Avenue.

Air-Distribution System
Catalog Available

The R. C. Mahon Company of Detroit, Michigan and Torrance, California has announced a new function for their M-Deck—an air distribution system integral with the structural floor. Called "Mahonaire Floor Systems," the systems include complementary mechanical accessories to provide, within the Mahon structural floor system, modular air distribution capacity for complete occupancy flexibility. A new 4-page bulletin describing and illustrating Mahonaire floor air-distribution systems is now available to architects and engineers.

The bulletin schematically illustrates the components of Mahonaire floor systems and describes the flexibility and economy characteristics engineered into this combination structural floor and air distribution system. Multi-story office buildings, school buildings and other structures are particularly well-suited to the Mahonaire method of conditioned air handling which is...
shown in the bulletin.
Copies of this literature (Catalog No. AF-63) may be obtained by writing direct to The R. C. Mahon Company, 6565 East 8-Mile Road, Detroit 34, Michigan.

Digest Reviews
Current Silicones
New silicone protective coatings, electronic encapsulating materials, anti-foams and other recent silicone product and technological developments of broad interest are described in the new General Electric SILICONES DIGEST, just released.

Handsome 16-page, two-color publication also contains condensed articles of current interest as well as a listing of new technical literature available on the subject of silicones.

Write for publication CDS-391. General Electric, Silicone Products Department, Waterford, New York.

FHA Revision
Eliminates Bridging
Bridging in floor systems may be omitted under certain conditions, according to a new revision by the Federal Housing Authority. The FHA action comes about as a result of research by the National Association of Home Builders.
The revision states that bridging may be omitted for clear spans of 15 feet or less when tongue and groove wood strip flooring is installed at right angles to joists over plywood or wood subflooring. Bridging can also be eliminated with resilient finish flooring installed over plywood underlayment and a plywood or wood subfloor.
The FHA office in Washington says the action to omit bridging in these cases was taken because tests indicate bridging contributes little to the total strength of the floor system compared with the strength contributed by the sub-floor and finish floor at right angles to joists.
The FHA says a plywood underlayment over a subfloor eliminates the need for bridging because it "provides for considerable transfer of concentrated loads to adjacent joists."
While the new rulings indicate obvious savings in cost and labor, the Douglas Fir Plywood Association urges builders to use the proper grade and type of plywood for underlayment applications. The plywood industry produces a special minimum-cost panel which bears the DFPA grade-trade-mark stamp and the words "Underlayment Grade." If the Underlayment grade panel is unavailable, a sanded grade of Exterior-type plywood can be substituted.

MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS

on
MONTGOMERY WARD
BUILDING
PONTIAC MALL
SHOPPING CENTER

INDUSTRIAL — COMMERCIAL
Heating
Plumbing
Air Conditioning
Process Piping

THE PECKHAM CO.
14270 Wyoming
Detroit 38, Michigan
WE 3-4730

BENZ GLASS COMPANY

GLASS — GLAZING
STOREFRONTS
for
ENCLOSED MALL
MONTGOMERY WARD
BUILDING
PONTIAC MALL
SHOPPING CENTER

815 West Grand Blvd. Detroit 16
TA 5-0558

MERCIER BRICK CO.
DEARBORN, MICH.
Supplier of
FACE BRICK & BLOCK
for
ENCLOSED MALL
&
SAVON FOOD MARKET
PONTIAC MALL
SHOPPING CENTER

Distributors of:
Glazed Brick, Structural Facing Tile, Acid Brick, Face Brick, Floor Brick, Quarry Tile, SPECTRA-GLAZE and a complete line of Refractories in the Metropolitan Detroit Area.

SERVICE
ART PLASTERING CO.

Plastering & Accoustical Tile for the
Enclosed Mall
J. L. Hudson Company
Building
Pontiac Mall Shopping Center
and
Pontiac Northern High School
Pontiac, Michigan

4612 Woodward Avenue
Detroit 1, Michigan
TE 3-9013
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CALENDAR

September
4 Mid-Michigan Chapter—Tarpoff's—12:00 M. Program by Office Practice Committee.
10 Detroit Chapter Board—E.S.D.—1:30.
11 Detroit Chapter Honor Awards—Drake Hotel—Chicago.
16 Saginaw Valley Chapter—Bay City. Program: "Around the World with Sam and Martha Allen" (films and commentary).
16 MSA Board meeting—Schuler—Marshall—1:30.
17 Detroit Chapter—E.S.D.—7:00. Speaker: G. E. Kidder Smith—"Photography for the Architect."
23 Flint Area Chapter—Royalite Co. office. Co-sponsors: Chapter, Royalite Co. and Lightolier.
25 Mid-Michigan Chapter Ladies Night (location to be announced)

October
2 Mid-Michigan Chapter—Tarpoff's—12:00M. Program by Historic Buildings Committee.
10 Detroit Chapter Board—E.S.D.—1:30.
14 Flint Area Chapter—Mr. "C"s' Playboy Lounge. Sponsored by Structural Clay Products Association.
16 Detroit Chapter Annual Meeting—Northwood Inn, Berkley—7:00. Honor Awards presentations.
21 Western Michigan Chapter—Kalamazoo Art Center. Speaker: George Danforth (tentative).

November
6 Mid-Michigan Chapter—Tarpoff's—12:00M. Program by Home Building Construction Committee.
6 MSA Board—Tarpoff's—1:30.
14 Detroit Chapter Board—E.S.D.—1:30.
16 Detroit Chapter Allied Arts Festival (see story p. 32)
18 Western Michigan Chapter—Holiday Inn—Battle Creek.

December

March 1964
18 thru 20 Michigan Society of Architects' 50th Annual Convention—Sheraton Cadillac Hotel—Detroit.
Count the concrete blocks in this wall.
Multiply by 12 pounds.

That's how much weight was saved with @) GARYLITE expanded slag aggregate.

Each standard 8" x 8" x 16" concrete building block made with USS GARYLITE aggregate is about 12 pounds lighter than the same size block made with natural aggregates. Compared with USS GARYLITE slag, natural aggregates weigh up to 50% more per cubic yard. And because concrete made with GARYLITE weighs less, structural steel framework and other supporting members can often be lighter and more economical. Lightweight blocks cost less to transport, are easier to handle, and go up faster.

Besides cutting weight, USS GARYLITE slag aggregate provides excellent fire-resistance in concrete (actually more than other aggregates tested), long-lasting beauty (different sizes of GARYLITE provide a variety of textures), and proven durability (wetting, drying, and freezing have little or no effect). Next time you need lightweight concrete, check into the advantages of specifying USS GARYLITE expanded slag as the aggregate. For more information write United States Steel, Slag Products Section, Room 6753, 208 South LaSalle St., Chicago 90, Ill. (Area Code 312-236-9200) USS and GARYLITE are trademarks.
A dozen vital industries prefer

BLAST FURNACE SLAG

Why is BLAST FURNACE SLAG preferred by all these industries? Tested and proved superior! SLAG AGGREGATE is 99% free of deleterious materials... purified in fire at 2500 degrees. It is 100% crushed into rough cubical shapes that provide a maximum bond with mortar. SLAG soundness is unaffected by freezing and thawing. It weighs about ten pounds less per cubic foot than natural aggregate concrete. For asphalt, it gives greatest resistance to shoving and shear failure... yields as much as 15% more yardage per ton... has the highest factor of skid resistance of all Michigan asphalt pavements. Specify BLAST FURNACE SLAG... the Modern Aggregate that improves on nature.

EDW. C. LEVY COMPANY
8800 DIX AVE., DETROIT 9, MICH. • VI 3-7200

Pioneers In Quality Aggregates